The difference between 'Modernism' and 'Postmodernism' is not one of definitions. The latter is rather a radicalization of a tendency inherent already in Modernism: calling into question the underlying principles of definitions, delimitations and boundaries. If, in Modernism, this tendency is marked by an increasing selfreflective gesture of the text, Postmodernism radicalizes this self-reflection to the point where the selfreflective circle and its closure are broken. The subversion of demarcation takes place not only on the semantic level, but on the level of the text's literal and linguistic qualities. Such a move displaces particularly any totalizing project, which, for example, is implied in Jürgen Habermas's recent critique of Post-modernism. The following essay traces some of these effects in the development of the German novel of the last two decades and in some examples of experimental and concrete texts, where the reflection on the principle of demarcation leads to the margins of articulation and with that to the margin where the cultural opposition of culture/nature is constituted.
Among the flourishing number of Isms that have marked the cultural scene since the late 19th century, Postmodernism seems the least tangible, the least definable, perhaps also the most frivolous.
In its unashamed assertion of pure temporality it invites that favorite charge of academic critics of being nothing but a fad. The sociologically oriented critic might add the observation that the very term indicates the cultural equivalent of a consumer society where every new product has to be followed by one even newer.
Already the notion of Modernism as a specific historicalcultural term rather than a relative concept has shifted the quality of temporality to the position of content itself. Thus the rapid se-5 1 decadence, dissociation. This catalogue, which could be extended, is probably sufficient to illustrate why Postmodernism could be threatening to the concerned humanist. Many of these terms as well as the very form of negation were, however, already seen as marks of Modernism. In his widely read study on the structure of modern poetry, Hugo Friedrich noted already in the fifties that one particular difficulty in grasping modern poetry since Baudelaire, Rimbaud and Mallarme was the fact that it seemed to be as Hassan does it with the letter B: «Barth, arthelmy, ecker, eckett, ense, lanchot, orges, recht, urroughs, utor...».' The name of the game could very well be the letter. We will come back to this (pretending that we can leave it even for a moment-writing!).
The letters tell us this at least: Postmodernism is an extension of Modernism. Extending something, however, can mean crossing its boundaries, changing its identity. «Postmodernism may be a response, direct or oblique, to the unimaginable which Modernism glimpsed only in its most prophetic moments.» s Or is it perhaps only a change in perspective? «The change in Modernism may be called Postmodernism. Viewing the former with later eyes, we begin to discern fringe figures closer to us now than the great Moderns...». Who is «us»? Whose «later eyes» are discerning figures on the fringes? For all his perceptiveness, Hassan hesitates to locate the postmodern perspective in its desire for transgression of boundaries as part of an institutional discourse frantically trying to break up the invisible boundaries of academic disciplines and their visual reification in the architectural closure and divisions of the American university campus. To say this does not devalue the terms and their discussion. To see it as a devaluation would presuppose that there are discourses taking place in a neutral field of interest-free reason. To reflect upon its preconditions, pre-texts and interest (inter-esse) is rather in itself a modern-postmodern move. Whatever the differences, the most basic mark of modern art is its self-reflective gesture. This was the condition of its survival after the Hegelian death-sentence: to incorporate its Other, the deadly self-reflection, and make it the source of its life. Reflection is inversion, as the romantics already knew. That which is reflected does not remain intact: it is inverted and displaced. Thus selfreflection is both the constitution and the displacement of the self. On the level of reflection, the transition from Modernism to Postmodernism takes place wherever the imaginary closure of the self-reflective circle is broken, where the reflecting 'self' and the reflected 'self' no longer meet in the smooth illusion of the full circle, but dive into the rupture which the symbolic order of the signification processes has opened up. Thus, when Lacan and Derrida return to Hegel and re-read Hegel, their re-reading of Hegel becomes a displacement of the Hegelian text: the closure of the selfidentical spirit is ruptured and postponed forever.
In doing this, another line of demarcation is blurred: that between 'literary' text and 'scholarly' text. It is not blurred in the familiar fashion of pseudo-artistic rambling texts, which confuse lack of precision and indulgence in vagueness and dark allusions with art. The subversion of the clear demarcation takes place on the level of the text's /itteracite, on the level of its literal and linguistic quality. It is, so to speak, a linguistic reflection. This reflection however, is a postmodern reflection in the sense that it does not end in the naive faith that it can ever be in full command of the letter, but that the very reflection upon the letter demonstrates its incessant escape. Thus the traditional demarcation between literary and non-literary text is not simply done away with, but moves within the texts themselves. Postmodern literary texts incorporate critical consciousness; critical texts, to the degree that they are precise and critical, know that they cannot escape the tropes and figures of their language.
Such ruptures and displacements provoke anxieties. The rational, even the humanist order seem threatened. Irrationalism, dehumanization, degeneration were already the terms of condemnation against Modernism, and they have become even more the vocabulary of contemporary debates about postmodern art and criticism. In Germany, this vocabulary of anxiety has a particularly long and strong tradition. In the twenties and thirties Modernism was already under an attack from two quarters. The Nazis launched their attack against the «entartete Kunst» («degenerate art») of the expressionists, dadaists, etc. But there were also strong condemnations from the left in the name of humanism and rationality. The famous expressionism-debate of the thirties set up the fronts between the conservative left, represented most prominently and intelligently by Lukics, who saw expressionist art as part of the destruction of reason, dehumanization and deformation which led to fascism, and on the other hand the avant garde left, represented among others by Ernst Bloch, Brecht and indirectly by Walter Ben- jamin.' What took place among the German emigres as mainly a theoretical debate had of course already turned into a practical political-cultural struggle in the Soviet Union. But even on the theoretical level, the debate has left its mark on all subsequent cultural discussions in Germany up to the present.
In a certain sense Habermas' Habermas' central concern is the relationship of the different modes of social interaction and communication, and he sees this also as a central concern of the modern avant-garde: on the one hand art becomes increasingly the realm of specialized experts; on the other hand, surrealists, dadaists and others blur the demarcation line between art and non-art. Habermas argues strongly against a false sublation and against a simplistic harmonization, but rejects equally strongly an aestheticism that simply ignores the problem of cultural antagonisms and refuses the attempt at mediation.
It would be difficult to argue against this position per se, just as it was difficult to argue against Lukics' defense of reason against the irrationalism and anti-intelectualism of the Nazis. That is: it was and is difficult, so long as one enters into the debate on the basis of such dichotomies. In doing so, one enters into the anxiety of a discourse which confuses the subversion of the dichotomy Lyotard's analysis of the postmodern condition is based on the recognition of radically different language games and leads to an implicit and explicit cultural and political assessment, which sees the possibilities for a progressive praxis in what he calls the «legitimation par la paralogie,»" which no longer searches for universal consensus, but for a consensus which «doit etre local.»'2
II
Our project is such a local one. It is not an attempt to write contemporary German literary history, but rather to search for possible languages, for possible grammars. It is not by chance that in the following contributions women authors are predominent. Feminism has become one of the strongest and most visible political and cultural forces which has articulated the demand not just for equality within the given system,but for the recognition of alternative discourses, alternative modes of expression. The situation of the German novel of the last decade or so is still to a large degree marked by the general transformation of the modern novel since the beginning of this century. But subtle shifts are taking place in the basic elements of the novel which can be seen both as a continuation of the 'modern project' and as a displacement of it.
Let's start with the narrator. He/she has been in a rather critical condition ever since the beginning of this century. Already in the thirties J. W. Beach subsumed the modern novel under the heading «Exit Author,»" and at approximately the same time Christopher Caudwell diagnosed the crisis of the novel as an epistemological crisis, as a crisis of narrative perspective. " In Germany, Wolfgang Kayser saw the novel threatened by the disappearance of the narrator. And things seem to be getting worse: exile and crisis sound mild and humane compared to the bloody-brutal «execution of the narrator» detected by a critic of the seventies."
The bloody metaphor reveals an anxiety which is closely connected with the phantasmatic power struggle of a subject which believes itself in autonomous command over the processes of signification and communicative praxis, only to find itself again and again overtaken by the rules of the game.
A certain self-reflective gesture has, of course, long been a tradition of the modern novel. With a few exceptions, even rather traditional authors use such gestures almost routinely. Many of the narrative figures are professional writers or at least reporters and collectors of data, such as the author/narrator of Heinrich B011's Gruppenbild mit Dame (Group Picture with Lady, 1971). But there are modifications noticeable in this tradition. There is a curious undermining of a dogma of literary criticism which is usually already taught to undergraduates: the clear separation between empirical author and fictive narrator. This separation has of course a useful function: to avoid the naive fallacy of identifying opinions expressed by a narrative authority with those of the real author.
However, beyond that, this separation-just as the one between empirical I and lyrical I in poetry-is also part of a specific development of modernism and its placement and displacement of art within society. The separation of functions provides the author with the possibility of role-separation. The ideal participation of The examples could be multiplied. Certainly, the autobiographical materials have different functions in these texts. However,they do point in a common direction. The increasing involvement of the empirical author in his texts assumes the involvement of the fiction in the empirical, historical world which it can no longer simply transcend. On the other hand, the empirical world itself is permeated, if not constituted by fiction.
In an exemplary way, this problematic is central to Max Frisch's novel Montauk. What is interesting here, as generally in the works of Frisch, are not the existentialist elements, which as such only incessantly run down the dead-end streets of the autonomous subject, but the collision of these elements with the actual act of writing. It is here, where the imaginary I enters into a conflictual relationship with the symbolic order of language, that literature evolves. The tension and rupture in this relationship is manifested in Frisch's work in the paradoxical grammatical form of his narrative subject. As an East German colleague of Frisch, Christa Wolf, has noted: while Frisch's fictive work tends to be written in the form of an I-narrator, his diary very rarely uses the word «I.»" Frisch himself has articulated the paradoxical relation- The ambivalence of self-realization and self-alienation in writing becomes especially important for two groups of authors and novels: the workers' novel and the women's novel. Of particular interest here is not a specific content, but the attempt to create new modes of discourse. In this respect, however, the West German novel has not developed very far. To be sure, important literary workers' groups were founded in the sixties, such as the Group 61, from which other groups subsequently evolved. But to the very degree that the identity of the proletariat as a class has structurally and ideologically lost its clear delineation in late capitalist societies, it becomes problematic for the worker to find his/her own discourse. The all-pervasive organization of experience by the bourgeois public sphere and its media apparatus prevents not only the articulation of new modes of experiences but the experience itself. If there is a potential for alternative forms of experience,they can appear only negatively in the text, in its gaps and ruptures. They appear for example in one of the most successful workers' novels of recent years, in Max von der Grtin's Stellenweise Glatteis (Slippery Spots) in the form of blind, undeveloped motifs. One of the strongest of these is the deep erotic tension between father and daughter which never comes to the surface but nevertheless creates intensive textual gaps. One could of course argue that these are elements of a bourgeois family drama and of a private sphere, which is only marginal to a novel that grew out of the working world. But to argue in such a way presupposes the dichotomies and antagonisms of the existing public sphere and of a discourse caught in the ruins of the bourgeois ideology.
This situation of a totally controlled, one-dimension discourse, whose authoritarian power is all the more evasive because it cannot be localized in a specific instance of authority and censorship but is instead working through a totalizing internalized structure of experience itself, has become the very basis of some recent feminist texts, in France more so than in Germany. Perhaps the most innovative and artistically most radical feminist novel in the German context is Ingeborg Bachmann's Malina (1971) , which has no explicit program or purpose, but confronts the issue of discourse with a deadly poetic intensity. Literary critics have usually found no better label for this radical difference than «subjectivi-ty.» They have spoken of regression into the interior world, of loss of the world, as if the world were lost if it is no longer organized by the patriarchal discourse. This discourse is still strongly present in Bachmann's novel. Its voracious violence literally absorbs and devours the female figure. But in this process something emerges which cannot be taken back. Even in its seemingly total ensnarement by the male voice, the female voice emerges in a deadly attempt at articulation. One might describe this novel as the feminist counterpart to Hegel's master-slave dialectic, as a radical articulation of an identity in total self-alienation in the struggle with the other's self-consciousness and with the other's discourse.
The Woman, be an emphatic silence.
The problematization of the narrator's status and position necessarily also call into question the status of story and plot. This is not simply a formal problem: the narrative structure is deeply inscribed with ideological patterns and modes of perception. As much as the deconstructive tendencies have become a tradition of the modern and postmodern novel, they have hardly touched the collective consciousness. Even sophisticated critics are informed by the deeply ingrained belief that in the story the world presents itself in a natural and undistorted way. Typical for this unreflected belief are sentences like: «Author X is not an ideologue but a story teller.» Little do such critics realize how much they are actually articulating a basic stereotype of political ideology and rhetoric, which attempts to define the constellation and sequence of the existing order as the only possible and natural order. The pragmatists are always those who tell the familiar story. The identification of history as story has become part of news-reporting, where 'news' events which supposedly make history are explicitly called «stor-ies» («You will hear this story right after this message»). The «message» (Kafka's Botschaft) interestingly enough is an appeal to the consumer; the rest is fiction. Unmistakable too is the narrative gesture and tone of the news reporter, archetypically (re-)presented by the grandfatherly story-teller Walter Cronkite, in whose story telling world and story are reassuringly one: «And that's the way it is...» This mode and gesture actually appeal to a humanist tradition which the East-German critic Kurt Batt articulated most explicitly, when he identified the destruction of the narrative form with the 11 Nägele: Modernism and Postmodernism. The Margins of Articulation Published by New Prairie Press destruction of humanism. Indeed, the subversion of the narrative form is perhaps one of the most provocative challenges to a humanist tradition which claims to know once and for all what the boundaries and identity of `humanity' are. To the degree that the modern and postmodern project explore the margins of exclusion and inclusion, they evoke the anxiety of 'dehumanization. ' The problems sketched here, obviously, reach far beyond the novel. In the theoretical field, they have manifested themselves especially since the sixties-crudely spoken-in the confrontation between structuralists and hermeneuticians. They also have found expression in the vehement recent debates among historians, who see their field split between more traditional forms of narrative historiography and an increasing structuralization of history through the intrusion of sociology and econometry. I can only allude here to these larger contexts to indicate the narrative problematic as part of a wider `postmodern' condition.
Since the middle of the sixties, it was above all Peter Handke who questioned most insistently the apparent naturalness of storytelling. In particular, his early prose texts are explicity anti-stories, which try to uncover ideological patterns inscribed in the narrative principle. But there is a noticeable ambivalence in Handke's relationship to story-telling. Even his early attacks against stories as deformation and distortion of reality are informed by a deep desire and longing for a world without mediation, a desire which ultimately tries to find its truth again in the simple story.
What we have noticed in regard to the textual subject, the erasure of the borderline between fictive and real narrator, is true of the fiction itself. Recent novels are mimetic not in the sense that they try to represent a reality outside themselves, but in the sense that they uncover and play with organizational patterns which inform both reality and fiction. This is their realism. The more traditional form of this erasure of the delimitation of fiction and reality takes place on the semantic level as a mixture of fantastic and real world, of subjective and objective reality; the more complex and-what I would call-the postmodern form places the problematic into the textual structure itself. These are, of course, only typological poles which are usually mixed in specific texts.
Reality as structured by fiction often appears in the novel as a story structured by another story. But while at the beginning of modernism, in Joyce's Ulysses, the great myth inscribes its invisible grammar in an average modern Dublin day, more recent novels are Ausgang (Learning Processes with Fatal Endings). These stories present not only programmed modes of experience and behavior, but also the discrepancy between program and reality. This discrepancy leads formally to a mixture of consequence and inconsequence, continuity and discontinuity, and most frequently the pattern is a program which, in its inflexible consequence, destroys itself and its subject, which is always a subject in the literal sense of the word: subjected to the inscribed program.
These shifts in the function of story-telling receive their strongest impulses on the level of the signifier. Language, not just as a means of representation but as an organizational principle of reality, as potential and real violence, even as the real speaking subject, dominates many of the major texts of the recent decade. This is not only true for such explicitly experimental authors as Oswald Wiener, Helmut Heil3enbiittel, and Arno Schmidt, who extended the techniques of concrete texts to the novel. Even in novels which seem to be organized primarily by the semantic surface structure, the literality of the signifiers plays its subversive games more openly than ever. It seems that many authors have become more aware of the power of literality. «He who says paddly must also say pedal,» we read as a seeming nonsense sentence in Herbert Achternbusch's novel Der Tag wird kommen (The Day Will Come). Its playfulness nevertheless articulates a structural principle of those novels which, while they deal with the power of the signifier, deal also with concrete history. Mann's novel talks about and reflects about problems and possibilities of experimental art, its own language remains relatively untouched by that which it signifies. Experimental literature, on the other hand, stages those experiments. As a representing medium the meta-language can no longer remain aloof from that which it represents.
The systematic exploration of signification processes goes back to the twenties of this century, but it came to an abrupt end in Germany in the thirties when the Nazis came to power. After the war, young German artists and writers, particularly in the West, where few of the emigres were welcome and therefore could not play the kind of model role that Brecht, Seghers, Thomas and Heinrich Mann and others had in East Germany, slowly had to reorient themselves and find their place in a tradition of Modernism from which they had been almost completely cut off.
Although a strong commitment to a 'pure' language in opposition to the idealized language and rhetoric of the Nazi-period was a primary motivation for many writers, most of these early texts did not probe into the nature of language and signification, but searched for immediacy and existential truth of expression. However, there were a few individual authors and small groups who started to deconstruct the naive representational concept of language and began to experiment with «inventions,» «verbaries» and «montage-techniques.» Among the most inventive was the Vienna group with Hans C. Artmann, Friedrich Achleitner, Konrad Bayer, Gerhard RUhm and Oswald Wiener and individual authors such as Eugen Gomringer, Ernst Jandl, Friederike MayrOcker, Franz Mon and Helmut HeiBenbilttel. In a certain sense this was the real avant garde in the German postwar era. All the major innovations and experiments were created by them in the fifties and early sixties. But as far as the literary market and their reception was concerned, they remained marginal. Their texts circulated in small and often extremely shortlived journals or only as manuscripts among friends and only in a very few instances did they reach a larger audience. In the middle sixties and early seventies the situation reversed itself. Increasing numbers of anthologies and experimental texts in book form came out with major publishing houses, reaching a much wider audience. Experimental literature seemed to move from the margins closer to the center. But at the same time there were very few actually new experiments. Most of the publications were either collections of texts written much earlier or variations of already established experimental techniques. However the change of position within the literary market itself is more than external to a textual praxis concerned with the concrete status of language and text. This positional change affected all the other texts: 'innocent' writing was no longer possible for the serious writer.
Moving away from the margin of course threatens at the same time the very essence of an exploratory experimental literature. Integrated subversion runs the danger of being coopted. Indeed the possibilities of integration reach far beyond literature. The techniques of concrete texts and graphics have long since become an essential part of commercial advertising. Eugen Gomringer, the German-Swiss experimentalist also works for advertising firms. The temptation of a moralistic irony and polemic is great in this situation. But perhaps such a degree of integration should rather be a source of surprise for all those who consider experimental art merely an elitist game. If the play of the signifiers indeed can function in the organization of needs and desires by the consumer industry, that means that signifiers are not dead letters but are instead intricately emeshed in the economy of desire. Aesthetic reflection then can no longer disregard this ability of texts to appeal to the desire 'below' the level of semantics through the sensuality of the graphic or spoken letter. Perhaps, in order to become efficiently subversive, the experimental text has to run the risk of cooption, because it cannot circumvent the social and political organization of desire if it wants to enter into the economy of desire at all, and without that economy there are no human effects. There would indeed only be the dead letter.
Generally academic literary criticism does not esteem the letter very highly. The dominant model is still representational: a word = a thing. Linguists have known of course for a long time that the constitution of meaning takes place 'below' the level of the word, at that point which is called 'phoneme.' However, the phoneme is not actually 'something' nor does it mean 'something' -it is simply a mark of difference. This is all very interesting, someone might say, and perhaps even true, just as quantum physics and relativity theory are interesting and probably true, but what does it have to do with our actual experiences, with our actual speaking and writing? Even if we do not subscribe to a mirror-reflection-theory, we still expect from literature that it relate somehow to our experiences. It is an expectation which cannot be simply ridiculed as naive.
Phonemes, which cut and carve the differences of articulation, might be closer to our experience than it seems: they enter as radical incisions into the experience and expression of the child who turns from infans to a speaking organism. It has been known for some time, that children do not learn all sounds at the same time." Further research has also shown that the relative sequence in the acquiring of linguistic sounds is the same for children in all languages. Some theories attempted to trace this back to the child's undeveloped physiological apparatus. But anybody who has ever listened to a little baby's utterings will have some difficulty believing such a theory. The sounds the baby is able to produce far exceed the capacities of an adult. Its physiological apparatus for producing sounds seems to be almost unlimited. However, a sharp incision takes place at the moment when the baby's sound production enters into the articulatory laws of the mother tongue, when the expressive sound becomes a differential mark. With this incision, the whole sound production is reduced to the opposition of the widest opening and complete closure: a-p/a-b. During this period, expressive sound production can still coexist with the beginning of linguistic articulations; the child might still produce the most complicated sounds. But whenever it tries to speak, it enters into the incisive order of articulation which for some children is so incisive that they seem to lose their voice for a while and go through a silent stage between phonetic and phonematic sound production. It is a silence that testifies to the violence of the incision which inscribes its articulatory law onto the organic body. It is the margin of this silence, this concrete incision along which the best of concrete poetry moves. It is perhaps this incision which in the psychoanalytic process is told as the (hi-)stery-story of castration, narrated in the context of the patriarchal family structure.
Whatever its semantic version, the incision haunts experimental literature obsessively and violently. There is a fundamental ambivalence of almost all the experimentalists towards their organ: language either appears as the almighty organ of mediation, even creation, or as an almighty barrier, frequently as the one and the other. In this ambivalence, experimental literature has not only a deconstructive, but also a destructive element: it is the rage of the experimentalist against the organ which cuts into and forever postpones the absolute of desire. It is the rage of Oedipus who tears out his eyes, the organs of his vision and his blindness; the madness of Antigone who, listening to the unwritten murmurings of the Where the letters play, the murmuring of death is always close. The obsession with death, dismemberment, castration, impotence and senility is strongly present in Arno Schmidt's texts which also move along the borderlines and margins of articulation. But at the same time they are celebrations of life with an intensity fed by the shadow of death. Arno Schmidt started in the fifties with short stories whose major unusual mark was a strange orthography. Instead of following the standard rules of orthography, the texts were phonetic transcriptions of spoken language. This defamiliarizing form of writing created ambiguities, displacements of meaning, and evoked subliminal counter-senses which subverted the surface meaning. This remains one of the major elements of the large works of the seventies: Zettels Traum (Zettel's Dream, 1970), Die Schule der Atheisten (The Atheists' School, 1972) and Abend mit Goldrand (Evening Edged in Gold, 1975) ." These texts are structured by a double principle: on the one hand they manifest a highly conscious artistic and calculated order, on the other hand they are the product of chance and fortuitous phonetic associations, dreamlike and mechanical in their quality. They are both manifestations of the art of writing and the art of mis-writing. Often the words are literally subverted by letters under the letters. Thus the word «Landlichkeit» appears as «L-(a, E)ndlichkeit,» which inscribes into the notion of idyllic countryside and rustic life the threat of death (Endlichkeit = finality) and sexual fantasies (Lende = loins, the biblical euphemism for the sexual organs). It is a form of writing which makes manifest what is otherwise latent in language games and communicative processes, and it insists that there is no speech act, no communication without the intervention of desire and the unconscious. This unconscious, however, is not the romanticized arsenal of mythical archetypes, but rather a writing-and mis-writing-machine, ruled by the mechanics of displacement, knotting and condensation. «Le monde symbolique, c'est le monde de la machine. »21 If the games of the letter led us perhaps too close to the underworld of the dead and entangled us too much in the knottings of desire, perhaps the grammatical rules will lead us back to reason and the enlightened world of social interaction. On the syntacticgrammatical level, the rules seem to be easier to grasp, their social dimension as regulative systems of intersubjective processes more evident. Thus Jurgen Habermas attributes to grammar the position of a transcendental horizon of communicative praxis. 22 Experimentalists seem to be most interested in two aspects of grammar: on the one hand grammar as a playground for language games, on the other hand grammar as an assembly of chains and fetters, as the `prison house of language. ' Just escaped from the underworld, we find ourselves in prison. The major thrust of German experimental literature strongly points towards an indictment of grammar as a form of domination, control, authority and coercion. It appears as the central force which internalizes external domination and violence. Internalized authority manifests itself in delirious and compulsive talking. In particular, the young Austrian author Gert Jonke has an uncanny ear for the compulsive syntax of authority.
It is on the level of the syntagmatic knottings where experimental literature in the narrow sense of the word merges with the problematization of the narrative which we sketched above. The ideological element of story telling is not just in the mode of narration, but starts already with the decision as to what can constitute story. Before even the narration starts, the concept of 'what makes a story' censors already what can be told, not only in the novel but also in the news. The general tendency in experimental literature is again to uncover such compulsive regulative implications of narration. «A good story,» Herbert Achternbusch writes, «is just a badly told story because it makes an easy connection with the brains organized by the news media.» Achternbusch destroys these badly told 'good stories' in order to allow his stories to develop their own crazy, displaced logic which disconnects the brains from their official conditioning.
Texts of this kind not only introduce new literary paradigms, they also involve the interpretative text, which can no longer remain untouched by that of which it speaks. Experimental literature displaces the significative system of the reader no less than its own. Where a text brings into play all its significative effects it leaves no
